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andrea mantegna, martyrdom of st.stephen, ovetari chapel

giotto, Expulsion of the Money Changers from the Temple, scrovegni chapel

a
The city of 
padua is fre-
quently obscured 
by the proximity of 
venice and verona, but 
rapresents the crudle 
where many protagonists 
of the italian reinas-
sence have been taught.
here lived and worked 
jacopo bellini, gio-
vanni bellini, tiziano 
vecellio, founders of 
the “colorismo veneto“ 
beyond giotto and andrea 
mantegna, whose stu-
dies about geometry and 
perspective influenced 
not only future painting 
tendencies but also the 
architecture world.   

b
The area anali-

zed by the proyect 
is located in the 

North-East part of the 
city, bounded by the Ve-

netian Walls and the Pio-
vego Channel on North, by 
Corso Garibaldi on West. 

It houses the oldest 
museum complex in the Re-
gion in the cloisters of 
the ex-convent of Friars 
Hermits, in addition to 

the Scrovegni Chapel 
painted by giotto and the 
Ovetari Chapel painted by 
mantegna. Is one of those 

italian cases in which 
in a small area could be 

found an incredible arti-
stic heritage.

c
nowadays the 

municipal museum 
counts 140,000 annual 

visits, but considering 
that cultural tourism is 
growing consistenly, the 
municipality is planning 
to provide new spaces for 

visitors. in particular 
are necessary: a new tem-

porary exhibition hall, 
educational spaces for 

schools, a small library, 
a small conference hall, 
a new bookshop and a la-
pidary to house tombs now 
abandoned outdoor (n.e.= 
new expansion). is also 
desirable to reorganize 
the main entrance (e.r.= 

entrence renovation).
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current 
situation

1-access to the 
subterranean multimedial 

area 2-bar 3-bookshop & ticket 
office 4-permanent exibition 
start 5-old convent gardens 

6-current restoration 
laboratory 7-outdoor 
deposit 8-to the 

chapel

proyect

1-north square 
2-raised path to the 

entrance 3-access to mul-
timedial area 4-lift 5-ticket 
office 6-bookshop 7-services 
8-lapidary 9-square 10-con-

ference hall 11-educa-
tional 12-library 

13-catering 
14-temporary 

exibit.



entrence renovation
Looking at the south-West eleva-
tion of the small cloister, the 
one leaning against the church, 
it was noticed that the perimeter 
does not close towards the chur-
ch, but a small space remains, 
once occupied by intersection 
with the Gattamelata Barrack 
destroyed by 2nd war bombs. An 
external wooden volume protects 
today the octagon staircase of 
the Albini’s project, which le-
ads to the subterranean media 
room of Scrovegni. 
It was natural to imagine the 
elevation without inappropriate 
additions, at the same time to 
keep the idea of that point as 
the vertical connection between 
the levels of the museum. The 
unoccupied place becomes the new 
entry of the coplex. To create a 
covered space, which could valo-
rize the two connected elemen-
ts, has been chosen the use of a 
transparent structure of glass. 
The section of the volume that is 
fitted into the gap remaind to 
the one of the cloisters.

new expansion
the second part of the project analize the area of 
the ex-gardens, starting from empty space that once 
were the gardens of the convent and imagining it 
as a public square. all the intended uses that are 
necessary for a modern museum are matched with this 
square: a new hall for temporary exhibitions, the 
lapidary, classrooms, a bookshop, the catering, a 
library, the personal services. Talking about the 
architecture, the proyect opt to rework the cha-
racteristic signs of the row houses found on Via 
Porciglia: elements as the arcade  and concepts as 
the recurrence in parallel of supporting parti-
tions, the positioning of the workplace in contact 
with the road, the distance of the latter from the 
living spaces, are reproposed with modern language 
for the museum necessity. while the educational 
spaces are divided between themselves by parallel 
walls and connected with a glass passage in close 
contact with the square, the temorary exibition 
hall is an unique continuous space isolated from 
noises at first floor.  
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e.r._new entrance (demolished 1987)

giotto, annunciation to st.anne, scrovegni chapel
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